
ADVANCED HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

600/HT2 EURO
BUGGY TIPPER

The HT2 is a low level tipper designed to tip standard 400 and 600lb Euro buggys onto tables, conveyors or into any 
other bulk product containers. The HT2 can also be adapted to fit a variety of other containers such as 55 gallon 
drums, mixing bowls or any other bulk product containers.

It is a simple, versatile easy to maintain machine which increases production and reduces the risk of repetitive work 
injuries like strained muscles, ligaments and other musculoskeletal disorders.
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HT2 is a simple easy to maintain machine offering 
increased productivity helping prevent workplace 
injuries from reparative strain. 

The machine is controlled by independent push 
operated controls allowing the operator to incrementally 
adjust the tipping angle to aid in the control of product 
flow. Dual controls on either side of the tipper allows 
operation of the machine from both sides and gives a 
complete view of the machine in operation.

HT2 is designed to lift a 400 or 600lb Euro buggys, 
moving it around the production area for safe and easy 
unloading. The cradle has a foot assisted latch which 
locking the buggy in place. Euro buggys are tipped at 
a maximum height of 53” and at a maximum tip angle 
of 125°, with a maximum weight capacity of 770lbs. 
Its smooth tipping action allows for efficient unloading 
of product. 

Manufactured from 304 grade stainless steel and 
rated to IP65 and are suitable for direct contact with 
food products.

STREAMLINED OPERATIONAL DESIGN

As with all our range of tippers and tilters the HT2 can 
be supplied battery operated or mains powered .

The battery operation is supplied with a 110V mains 
charger allowing the machine to be simply plugged 
in at the end of the shift and recharged for the next 
working day.

BATTERY OR MAINS OPERATED

600/HT2 EURO
BUGGY TIPPER

All of our machines are designed with operator safety 
in mind. There are no trap or knit points where an 
operator can trap a finger. The unit is mounted on 
heavy duty mobile lockable castors and the machine 
is lowered by means of a stainless-steel hydraulic 
displacement cylinder using gravity.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY

Our range of tippers and tilters can be completely 
customized to your specific individual needs, all of our 
machines can be integrated with a range of feed and 
transfer tables or specific styles of chutes. For more 
information regarding your needs please don’t hesitate 
to contact us at CM Process Solutions.

The HT2 is adaptable to fit a range of containers. 

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

http://www.cmpsol.com/product/Euro-buggy-tipper/
http://www.cmpsol.com/product/Euro-buggy-tipper/


DIMENSIONS
600/HT2 EURO BUGGY TIPPER
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